
Sig Aberin
From Beginner To Show Stopper (2x) 
(Beginner—Intermediate) This condensed workshop provides a whirlwind  
introduction to airbrush bodypainting, covering basics, essential techniques, 
an express hands-on project, a glimpse of intermediate techniques.  
Participants get a snapshot of the art form in a short period which covers  
general topics of a LIVE Bodypaint performer and Model etiquette. Please 
note that this is not a beginner drills class. I suggest considering taking  
The Airbrush Alchemy 101 Class for a more detailed focus on the subject.

From Drill To Thrills 
Elevating your Airbrush Art to Performance level—This express detailed 
DEMO/workshop aims to quickly transition artists from foundational drills  
to thrilling airbrush performances. It covers essential techniques, introduces  
performance elements, Brief Construction process and Kostume Koture— 
Participants get a glimpse of elevating their airbrush art to a dynamic and  
engaging level. This Class will take you through my creative steps from  
concept, planning, construction to execution. Student will finish a quick  
makeup/Bodypaint SFX flourish application on a model or each other on  
face/neck/arms or chest piece

Marianne Bartley
Adorable To Advanced, Easy To Elaborate
Sometimes its all about speed, sometimes its about your style, and sometimes 
its about moving beyond your comfort zone. Let’s discuss and play with new 
and fast designs to keep the line moving, enhancing simple designs to build 
appeal and adding random design elements. We’ll discuss eye designs for all 
ages and designs for arms and legs. Adapt your designs to increase the Wow 
and learn the differences between face painting and face art. Be prepared to 
paint in this hands-on class!  

Eye Love Line Work (2x)
I want you to LOVE line work! If you are not achieving the look you want 
with line work, let’s fix that. Line work can often “make or break” a design by 
overpowering it or enhancing it. It is a FABULOUS way to create beautiful eye 
designs and can give you an outlet for your creativity and vision. It is essential  
to refine your designs with a cleaner, more professional look. Line work is 
about varying weight and form, swirls, curls, sharp points, and flow. And it 
adapts beautifully to arm, leg, and neck designs. My goal is to solve  some of 
your line work problems, teach you new ways to use your line work with fun 
designs. Be prepared to paint in this hands-on class.

Tiffany Beckler
BCC On The Job Training For Face Painting
Learn how to come prepared for using Body Color Cosmetics at any job to  
be fast and efficient! We will have the amazing Chaim Taraselli modeling 
a unicorn rainbow face, and other volunteers to model popular facepaint 
designs such as Tiger face, Butterfly face, Spiderman and full face dragon 
utilizing different techniques with one strokes, how to use a stencil, cleaning in 
between clients and how to educate your customers on the removal process.

Sweat Proof Teen To Adult Face/Body Painting
Open up another dynamic for parties by appealing to the more mature  
audiences, learn designs that expand a possible untapped market. Learn how 
to market yourself for parties that go above and beyond children's events to 
make more money using Body Color Cosmetics.

Barbara Breitung
Head Piece Jam
Come and join Barbara in the Monday Night Head Piece Class. We will have all 
you need to make two head pieces. Let your creativity go wild in this fun jam 
time. Maybe make something for your face and body art pieces. Cost is $25.

Kim Brennan
Mixing 101 (aka  —Mixing basics)
Proper mixing techniques, sourcing, times, temperatures and the botany,  
biology, cultural awareness and tips and tricks to make the process of mixing 
your own henna as painless as possible. Introducing henna to your business 
and the cost effectiveness of mixing and offering henna in a growing market! 
Some practice and line building exercises for getting you started! Take notes or 
there is an option to purchase a work booklet in class. Same booklet is included  
in pre or post class so no need to purchase if you are in the full day class. 

Henna: Fun-TASTIC Florals
Breaking down different floral elements for use in feminine flowing designs 
that are make all the ladies want one when creating at a festival or party gig! 
Large and impressive or small and delicate, you will be able to customize your 
bouquets! Roses in ’tattoo’ and Gulf style and the ever popular hibiscus will be 
broken down into elements so you can build them up! This class requires the 
students to bring paper and pen, practice henna or they may choose to follow 
along or video tape. Suggested that students take a ’Mixing basics’ class 
before this class—mixing questions will be relegated to end of class (as time 
allows) or jam room.

Let’s Hear It For The Boys! Henna
Many have problems with what to offer the boys who like the ’temp tattoo’ 
side of henna! Guy designs so they can get their ’tattoo’ on without the pain 
and you get the gain! Krakens, dice, flames, skulls, 1 minute dragon!! You got it 
going on just for them! This class requires the students to bring paper and pen, 
practice henna or they may choose to follow along or video tape. Suggested 
that students take a ’Mixing basics’ class before this class. Mixing questions 
will be relegated to end of class (as time allows) or jam room.

Marcella Bustamante
May I Have A Flower?
Learn how to get the most out of all the brushes you have in your kit and add 
wonderful flowers to your designs. We’ll look at step-by-step and specific 
techniques to get you out of class with a handful of practical ideas!  

A-Line (Align) With Me! 
One of my most requested classes! Let’s unleash your creativity and learn the 
basics of face painting & LINE work! Take your designs to another level. This 
class is perfect for you if You lack confidence with improvising your designs 
and line work at events. Join me for this class and let’s enhance your skills.

c l a s s Descriptions
(2x)—This class is repeated  •  Names are in alphabetic order



Deb Gary
Bursting Into The Bubblicious Biz (Hands On) 
Soap Bubbles are fun for all ages and make a great add on or stand alone 
service. Come get bubbly playing with some really cool bubbles as I share with 
you some soapy simplistics about my successful bubble biz. You will learn a 
basic bubble recipe and play with bubble wands, hand bubble tricks and safety 
tips. With this, you will get suggestions on how to apply what you’ve learned 
to begin getting a return on your investment with your first gig. Let’s Get  
BUBBLY! Starter kits offered in this class must be purchased in advance. $75

Temporary Window Painting (Hands On)
Start window painting in this class by learning how to creating designs and 
techniques, obtaining supplies, getting customers and repeat customers and 
window design removal. I will share how I got over 20 clients in a few months 
starting with about $75. If I can do it, so can you. Starter kits offered if there is 
a demand for them.

The Fast And The Fabulous (Hands On)
I am often associated with speed painting. How do I use two chairs? What 
paints do I use? What designs? Do I only speed paint? Do I charge more?  
Pros and Cons. I will share all I know in this speed painting class and then  
you will know if speed painting is for you.

Michael Green
Airbrush Demystification 
You have questions—I have answers. You have gripes about the equipment— 
I can show you why maybe you are missing the causing problem. Let’s get 
those airbrushes out of that two year closet hibernation.

Elisa Griffith
Powders And More (2x) 
Join my class where you’ll master the art of painting with powders, perfect 
for those hot days! Also, learn beauty secrets like eyeshadow techniques and 
more to wow crowds of any age. Get ready to unleash new techniques that 
will be very helpful on job. See you there! 

Frida Haas 
Reptiles And Roses (2x)
Join me as we paint designs using a combination of two of my favorite things 
to paint. Learn one stroke rose techniques and combine them with snakes, 
dragons, and other fun reptiles. 

Dogs And Daisies 
Learn how to paint some of our favorite furry friends with a spring time twist. 
Not just dogs, we’ll be tackling a variety of animals.

Erika Hotchkin
Crash Course Color Theory
Beginner-Intermediate. This class gives instruction on the significance of color, 
line, shape and form to invoke emotion & outlines the different elements of 
art and how together they create a story for your client. We will be using color 
theory, line psychology, value and depth to take a basic design and make it 
into a living story. Upon completion, participants will be able to implement 
into their own at color schemes, color forms, color sequences, pressure/line 
psychology. I plan on giving lots of information in a fun and visual way, where 
everyone can see and feel the difference color and color schemes make in a 
design. Together we will paint three designs implementing what we learned 
in class. This will be a paint-along class. Color Wheel and handouts will be 
provided. Please bring: Brushes, paint and practice sheet.

Painting A Tote Bag
Have fun with me as we paint a tote! Supplies provided are a sturdy, canvas 
bag, acrylic paints, fabric medium mix in, boards and brushes. Have some 
extra bling? Hoarding some old brushes? Bring them and give them new life 
on your stylish bag! Cost is $25, please pay in cash the day of the event.

Karen “Ren” Chojnacki 
There’s An App For That!
Are you ready to have more free time while making MORE money? Welcome 
to this FUN class, where we blend the world of entrepreneurship with fun and 
creativity. In this engaging and informative class, you’ll learn about the tools 
and resources needed to run your business less stressed while maximizing 
your revenue potential. This class is perfect for new artists, seasoned veterans, 
and anyone eager to acquire valuable business skills in a fun and interactive 
way. Our hands-on adventure will equip you with the tools and resources you 
need to succeed while having a blast.
Interactive Learning: Hands-on activities and real-world applications. Menus, 
social media posts, client care, and organization, to name a few.
Community: Connect with like-minded artists for ongoing support.
Resources: How to get what you need.

Kelli Cowart 
Geek Out! Part Two (2x)
Painted Pinup is bringing several new designs to help you build your nerdy 
repertoire! From anime to superheroes and everything in between, let her 
show you how to get the BIG kids into your chair and unlock a new level of 
gigs! All designs can be done on the job. As always, if time permits she will 
take requests! 

Animal House
We will be talking a creative look at animals! This class will help you learn to 
execute a series of quick and adorable animal masks, on the job, using one 
strokes. She will show ways to keep them simple for speed, as well as how to 
dress them up if you have a more leisurely gig. As always, if time permits she 
will take requests!

Ryan Farewell
Bluey Balloon Twisting Class
Intermediate/Advanced. Join us for a fun class where you’ll learn to recreate 
the beloved characters from the hit animated series, Bluey! In this class we 
will guide you through the process of making both an advanced design and 
simpler line work. You’ll learn the essential techniques needed to capture 
Bluey’s likeness with accuracy and charm. Additionally, we’ll explore some 
easy color tweaks to transform your Bluey balloons into Bingo, Bluey’s lovable 
sister. By the end of the class, you’ll have the skills to impress your clients with 
your own Bluey and Bingo balloon creations. Materials Needed: Pump, sharpie 
and assorted 260’s and 160’s
.
Popular Princess
This class will teach you popular princess balloons! Whether it’s for line work 
or birthday parties, you’ll learn how to craft a variety of princess designs. From 
different body styles to intricate hairdos, you’ll gain the skills to bring any 
princess request to life with ease and flair. Materials Needed: Pump, 260’s 
assorted colors, 350 blush or 6"q-link princess face, 160 blush, sharpie and 
paint pen

Organic Made Easy
Feeling daunted by the idea of creating organic balloon decor? Don’t worry—
this class has got you covered! Join us for a stress-free session where we’ll 
walk you through a simple system to make organic balloon decor. Say goodbye 
to overwhelm and hello to effortless creativity!

Teresa Forst
Turn Me Into A Pirate

Demo: Spring Design Photo Hoops

Fast Line Work Using Prints



Jacqueline Howe
Dazzling Designs (2x)
Join Jacqueline, the creator of Gleam Vivid Glitter and Kraze Fx split cakes 
in this exciting hands-on class where we will dive into creating the ultimate 
mouth drop mirror moments using the versatility of split cakes and dazzling 
sparkle! She will demonstrate several variations of one-stroke and rainbow 
cake techniques which will give an impressive look in minimal time. You will 
see how incorporating Gleam into your designs will elevate your work and add 
value which = bigger tips! After breaking down several key techniques we will 
put it all together to create beautiful masterpieces you can create on the job. 
The best way to learn is to paint along so do bring a small kit and definitely 
come ready to practice!

Brush-Stroke Bootcamp
Get ready to put your brushes to work in this hands-on intensive class which 
will go over line work techniques & various types of brushes from fundamental 
to advanced. We will drill several exercises to practice the basics of excellent 
tear drops as well as how to utilize more advanced long brushes and have 
them work their magic creating unique looks! Nothing says professional face 
painter like excellent and unique line-work. Come prepared to paint!

Clayton James
Airbrush Like A Face Painter
With more and more “sponge and brush” face painters making the switch to 
airbrush face painting, one of the biggest concerns is just how to start once 
you have a kit. It’s a new medium, and can be intimidating. Some painters just 
let their new investment sit in the box for months, all because they don’t know 
where, or how to start. You’ll get a confidence boost in this class by learning 
how to use the face painting skills you already have, to achieve “face paint” 
results from your airbrush kit.

Tropical Delights
In this airbrush class Clayton will teach you how to make some amazing trop-
ical theme designs. Get ready for clouds, sunsets, palm trees, dolphins and 
swirls and glitter. You can’t forget the glitter!

Halloween 360
Get your Halloween menus out of that drawer! Scary sells all year round, 
and in this airbrush class Clayton will teach you his absolute favorite creepy 
designs, that always get a big reaction. He’ll go over a mix of face and arm 
designs in this Spooktacular class.

Dog On It!
Repetition is the best way to create muscle memory, and in this class we’ll 
start with a basic 2-balloon dog and see how many variations we can come 
up with. By the end of class you’ll have the design committed to memory and 
have at least a half dozen variations you can use, all taking less than 3 minutes 
to create.

1-2-3 Twist
Get ready for the endless summer lines with balloon twisting class. You’ll learn 
some of Clayton’s favorite quick and fun designs that are perfect for busy line 
work, but are also super easy to upgrade for slower paced gigs. Those taking 
the class will all get a link to Claytons 2-balloon and 3-balloon menu he uses 
at every single event.

Judith M. Johnson 
Tips And Tricks To Balloon 101
If you’re looking to add balloons to your skills, this is the class you don’t want 
to miss. From proper inflation to basic twists that will be the fundamental of 
all balloon sculptures.

Just Beyond Basics: Get The Wow Oh My Goodness Every Time
This class will continue from where we left off of with Tips and Tricks of  
Balloon 101. Taking the basic balloons and bringing them to the next level. Add 
the wow factors. With one balloon more you won’t have a child come back for 
their balloon being popped.

Photo Frames For All Occasions 
Want to learn how to make balloon frames? Don’t miss this class!

I Can Wear That
From balloon hats and headbands, to back-pack style wearables or wear on 
your wrist—this is the class to take.

Loretta Kava
How To Be Remarkable: Marketing The Right Way
Are you tired of not making enough money and feeling like you’re missing out 
on great opportunities? Look no further because this class is here to change 
that. It’s not only about being a skilled painter or having the latest supplies, 
and it’s definitely more than just being active on social media. Marketing isn’t 
about selling; it’s about being exceptionally remarkable. Building a thriving and 
lucrative business is all about leaving a lasting impression. As a participant, 
you will receive a helpful workbook to unlock your hidden potential. Join Sweet 
Loretta and discover the secrets to standing out from your competition.

Cash And Carry: Make Your Kit Make You Money
It’s easy to get caught up in the excitement of face art, but it’s important to 
remember what really counts. To be a successful face and body painter, you 
need a well-arranged kit that meets all your needs. However, why does it 
always feel like such a challenge to put together the perfect kit? Many painters 
find themselves constantly rearranging, repacking, and redesigning their kits, 
only to realize that they have accumulated supplies they never actually use. 
Don’t fall into this trap! Join Sweet Loretta and master the skill of creating and 
maintaining a sophisticated, practical, and easily portable kit.

Temporary Tattoos For Lasting Impressions
Are you searching for a profitable and stress-free way to stand out from the 
crowd? Tap into the amazing potential of temporary tattoos to make a lasting 
impact on your clients. Don’t believe the misconception that airbrush tattoos 
are too expensive and time-consuming, or that glitter tattoos are a hassle but 
cheap to make. In this class, we will debunk these myths and teach you how to 
build a successful temporary tattoo business. Whether you want to boost your 
income or enhance your current gigs, this hands-on class will provide you with 
the tools and techniques to create a high-end and effortless venture. Explore 
the limitless possibilities of temporary tattoos for creating lasting impressions!

Pam Kinneberg
Décolletage: Flow, Styling And Technique 
Learn to create beautiful and eye catching décolletages in this class. Pam will 
demo several styles using florals, fun line work, stencils, gems and different 
placements on the chest area. You will be guided from start to finish using 
simple steps to take it to a completed design. Paint along on a practice board! 

Boost Your Confidence When Painting Adults (2x)
Painting adults can be a little intimidating. This class will aim to take away 
those fears and give you confidence when you suddenly get an adult in your 
chair who says, “Just paint whatever you want!” You will learn some basic 
design ideas that you can use and/or alter to fit your style. “Glam Eyes” are a 
huge hit with the ladies. For the men, we’ll be using tribal line work, stencils 
and fun brush strokes. This can potentially open a whole new marketing 
opportunity for your business! 



Monique Lily 
Pretty Scary Faces
Calling all art enthusiasts who crave a blend of pretty and scary! Dive into a 
world where every scary design transforms into something pretty, cute, sassy, 
and sexy. Embrace the magic of makeup, glitter, clean sharp lines, and abstract 
creations. A delightful journey popular among both little girls and women.

Eye Designs For Boys & Men
Unlock the secrets to captivating eye designs that are cool, fast, and irresistibly  
attractive. Perfect for those who prefer a touch of art without the whole face 
paint. Join me for an exploration of amazing designs tailored for boys and 
men, expanding your artistic repertoire.

Irene Melvin
Modify Your Designs Up Or Down
Sometimes our boards are fun and exciting with a lot of details making them 
not only beautiful but more expensive. Details should cost. This is a hands 
on practical class. Bring your favorite designs and learn how to modify them 
when a customer requests your design for a lower price. We will use your  
designs and a designs that are provided to work on modifying those designs to 
help satisfy your customers. Sometimes the parent and the child being painted 
have different expectations. Let’s work on a win-win for both. This class is for 
intermediate and above levels. Supplies needed: Practice boards or notebooks, 
face paint, brushes, some of your more expensive designs.

Above The Eyes: Various Crowns
New to Face painting or need designs that are fun but easy? Crown designs 
are very popular and there are so many ways to create your crowns that are 
surely a crowd pleaser! Whether it is a color combination wow factor, adding 
bling, stencils or line work—crowns can eye catching! This will be a hands on 
class so learning different strokes and how to pull it all together will be key. 
This class is great for beginners and intermediate levels. Supplies needed: 
Practice boards or notebooks, face paint, brushes, stencils and (bling—to 
record the beautiful designs you are creating)

The Eyes Have It
Do you ever just seem to gravitate to one eye? Yes we all do! In this class we 
will learn various cartoon eyes that would be great for face painting and or 
your balloon art. Let’s have some fun, be creative and do practical training in 
class where we will be learning and practicing cartoon eyes to meet your  
artistic spirit! What you need: solid paints and your favorite liner brushes.

Shelbi Mojarro
Beginner Basics 
Overwhelmed with information or tutorials that feel a bit too advanced?  
Join “Squishy Doodle Shelbi” in this beginner basics class to learn the staple 
designs so many face painters keep in their wheelhouse, and general “things 
you should know” when beginning your face paint journey. If you’re just  
starting in this profession, or need to brush up on the essentials, join in! 

Fantastic And Fast
Let’s tackle some super speedy designs for when we need to be quick and 
impress...in 3 minutes or less! Realistic on the job design choices for speed 
painting gigs will be found here.

Andrea Moje 
Faces & Flowers ProAir Products (2x)
This is an advanced class with ProAir. Andrea will teach how to do girl faces 
and florals with one stoke techniques.

Bring On The Bling
In this class I ask that you bring bling to share. I will have it set up so every one 
who brings a few bags of Jems to share we all can make a full sheet of 12 Bling. 
I will provide everything you need. I only ask that you don’t come without 
Jems to share. I will have loose Jems at my booth for purchase in case you 
need them. I will be teaching my wings with chains. Large oversized festival 
side eye. Feather BOHO bling and sharing all my tips and tricks with how to fix 
problems. I will also have medical sheets for purchase in the class. This is the 
perfect class to make bling for the Thursday night party! Let’s get sparkling!

Connie Iden-Monds
Back To The 50’s Decor
This hands-on free Sunday class will be used to build lobby decor. 

Holy Headbands!
Popular for kids and adults, come learn some fun designs for every occasion. 

Everybody’s Got One! 
Come learn body styles for every kind of creation!

Ashe Owens 
Be Weave It
Basic and intermediate weaving techniques that can be used for dresses, 
sculptures, and everyday pieces. 

Wings & Things
Winged backpacks and winged creatures take flight in this fun class for  
beginner to intermediate twisters. 

Wild Wearables
Quick and easy wearable designs that are great for all levels of twisters!

Michelle Phillips-Trademan
Airbrush Festival Faces
Don’t just blow color and throw a stencil on top. Learn how to elevate the  
face designs you’re doing now to something truly extra special. Fast, furious 
and beautiful…great for parties and festivals alike!

Make My Airbrush Go 
Learn the differences on getting your Airbrush to actually work. Electric vs.  
CO2 vs. Battery vs. Generator

Teresa Pogorelec
Flowers 

Chibi Balloons 101
Beginner. Chibi is a popular Japanese art style. Easy, Fast and super cute 
designs perfect for on the job. Create small designs using a easy base concept 
that can be adapted to many designs. The sky is the limit! This class is perfect 
for any artist that is thinking about adding balloon twisting to their services. 

Chibi Balloons Next Level
Beginner and intermediate. Add some awesome chibi balloon designs to your 
repertoire! Come and learn some easy, cute and versatile Balloons. With a mix 
of different size balloons you can create detailed, adorable creations.
Let’s take chibi  balloons to the next level!



Consuela Tayeb
Team Work Makes The Dream Work 
In this class you were learn how to build your face painting brand and expand 
your crew. Think out side the box to get new customers. As well, we will be 
going over few of my most popular designs for fun with face painting supplies 
I will be selling in the vendor room.

Eva Wheeldon
Glow Up Your Line Work (2)
Taking your linework to the next level by thinking outside the box. Taking the 
rules we love and breaking them to make original designs that wow clients of 
all ages. 

Catching Corporate Clients
In this class I will go over how I’ve turned my business into 90% corporate 
events. I will talk you through how clients find me and what I do to stay in the 
top in my area.

Nick Wolfe
Gore Galore 
Paint along with Nick while he creates scrapes, cuts, and much worse. Oh 
there will be blood.

Diggin Dinosaurs (2)
Get your dinos down in this hands on class 65,000,000 years in the making. 
Nick will cover the most popular prehistoric people pleasers in a different style 
for each creature.

Mark Reid 
Boys, Boys, Boys
No girls allowed!

Lettering For Arms & Bodies
Let’s start with calligraphy—then logo placement on bodies. Lettering made 
easy for fast designs on bodyart.

Cinco De Mayo
From sombreros to sugar skulls. Cinco is just around the corner. Be prepared!

Jill Schmidt 
Balloon Twisting Basics
The class’s primary focus will be introducing balloon animal twisting to those 
who have never made a balloon animal. However, seasoned balloon artists will 
likely discover a new tip. We’ll twist a dog, sword, adorable teddy bear (ideal 
for learning the pinch twist), and elephant (ideal for learning the fold twist). 
Then, you can request which of Jill’s dozen pre-made balloon sculptures you 
want to learn.

Doug Smith
Humor With Balloons
Join Doug as he shows balloon creations to help fill your performance times. 
Add humor to your creations while making various balloon animals and such 
to bring extra value to your guests. All will create a more rounded family 
friendly experience. 

Beginning Action Figures
Learn some quick and easy action figures, including Ninja’s, Batman,  
Spider-Man, Alien Guy. Two 260’s, a couple of 160’s and a printed round is  
all you need to make a child smile. You will amaze the guests. 

Lindsey Smith
Big Kid Balloons!
MOST of us are still kids at heart, and those of us that are, LOVE balloons! In 
this class you will learn some fundamentals of FUN balloons that adults will 
never stop talking about. There is a whole clientele out there that is willing to 
pay good money for unique entertainment. But they need MORE than just the 
typical balloon animals. From classy headbands, blingy rings and corsages, to 
“punny” and whacky hats and wearables, this class will help you land the gigs 
and be talk of the town! 

Purity Face Balloons!
You may be a pretty good balloon artist, but how are your drawing skills? In 
this class you will learn how to up your game in drawing on your balloons. 
Following along, step-by-step, will launch you forward beyond your wild-
est dreams in balloon art. You may “think” you can’t draw. But with a little 
guidance and practice, you CAN! Improving your marker art will significantly 
improve your artistry as a whole and is a skill that can be utilized at EVERY...
SINGLE...GIG!

Balloon Total Request Live!
Here’s your chance to tell the teacher what balloon designs you want to learn! 
Do you need a better mermaid in your arsenal? I got you. Need help with 
some obscure animal or character that kids keep requesting? Let’s DO this! 
I’ve worked at thousands of events (and most of the time without a menu) 
and have created thousands of different designs. Sometimes I have to come 
up with something on the spot. But it took a LOT of practice and inspiration 
from others! So I would love to share with you whatever designs you are dying 
to see and try. And will try to keep the design line work friendly so you can go 
home and start putting those designs to work! 
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